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THE GRONWALL INEQUALITY FOR
WEIGHTED INTEGRALS

F. M. WRIGHT, M. L. KLASI AND D. R. KENNEBECK

Abstract. The objective of this paper is to establish a Gronwall

inequality for the weighted refinement integral [F, (wi, wi, w¡)]

faf(t)dg(l). This result generalizes a recent result by W. W.

Schmaedeke and G. R. Sell for the mean sigma integral and the

interior refinement integral. The proof in this paper is based on the

one given by Schmaedeke and Sell but is shorter and simpler. B. W.

Helton has established a product integral representation for a

Gronwall inequality for the refinement integral (LR)fa (fH+fG).

Helton's result contains the result here for the special case where

Wi and w¡ are nonnegative real numbers such that wx+Wz = l. The

ideas used here are considerably less complicated than those used

by Helton. J. V. Herod has established a Gronwall inequality for

linear Stieltjes integrals working with a linear function J[f] that

is more general than the linear function J[f] = (LR)fa (fH+fG)

considered by Helton.

1. Introduction. The objective of this paper is to establish a

Gronwall inequality for the weighted refinement integral

[P, (wi, w2, Wz)]Paf(t)dg(t) of [l]. This result generalizes a recent re-

sult by W. W. Schmaedeke and G. R. Sell [2] for the mean sigma

integral

(1.1) Fm f  f(t)dg(t)
•' a

and the interior refinement integral

(1.2) Fi f  f(t)dg(t).
J a

B. W. Helton [3] establishes a product integral representation for a

Gronwall inequality for the refinement integral

(1.3) (LR) f   (fH + }G).
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J. V. Herod [4] establishes a Gronwall inequality for linear Stieltjes

integrals. The Main Theorem of Schmaedeke and Sell [2] is a special

case of Theorem 4 of Helton [3]. The linear function j[f] defined by

Herod [4] is more general than the linear function /[/] =

(LR)J"a ifH+fG) considered by Helton [3], but there are linear func-

tions which satisfy the hypotheses of Helton's Theorem 4 but do not

satisfy the hypotheses of Herod's theorem. The ideas used in this

paper are considerably less complicated than those used in either

[3] or [4].

On the last page of [2] the authors state that the case where/ satis-

fies an inequality of the form

(1.4)        | /(/) | = e + Fm f ' | fis) | • kis)dgis),        0 Z t = T,
J o

can be reduced to the case studied in their Main Theorem by replac-

ing (1.4) with

| fit) | ^ e + Fm f    | fis) \dvis)
J o

where

vit) = Fm I   k(s)dg(s).
J 0

However, a look at the first substitution theorem for weighted re-

finement integrals in [5] shows that this is not necessarily so. We

show that this last case can be proved for the weighted refinement

integral by using a technique patterned after the proof of the Main

Theorem in [2] given by Schmaedeke and Sell but shorter and simp-

ler. Theorem 4 of [3] contains our result in §2 for the case where Wi

and w3 are nonnegative real numbers such that Wi+w3 = l.

2. A theorem on the Gronwall inequality. The following theorem

provides a Gronwall inequality for the weighted refinement integral

[F, iwi, w2, w3)] Pafit)dgit) defined as follows.

Definition 2.1. Let (wi, w2, w3) he an ordered triple of real num-

bers such that Wi+w2+w3 = 1. Let/ and g be real-valued functions on

the closed interval [a, b ] of the real axis. For a partition

(2.1) P = {a = to < h < t2 <  • • • <tn = b}

of [a, b], choose for each ¿=1,2, • • • , w a point f,- of the open interval

(ti-i, ti) and form the sum
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5(P;fi,f2, •  • ■ An)  =    E Wl-Kh-Ù + Wi7(f*) + Wl7W]

(2-2) <=1     r

If the refinement limit

(2.3) limS(P;Ti, f2, • • • ,f„)
PO

exists and is finite, this limit is denoted by

(2.4) [F,(wuw2,w,)} f f(t)dg(t)

and is called the (w\, w2, w3)-weighted refinement integral of / with

respect to g over [a, b}.

Theorem 2.1. Let (wi, w2, w%) be an ordered triple of real numbers

such that Wi+w2+wz = l. Let T be a positive real number. Let g be a

nondecreasing real-valued function on the closed interval [0, T] of the

real t axis. Let k be a bounded real-valued function on [0, T] such that

k(t) ^Ofor all tin [0, T], such that A=\.u.b.teio.t] k(t) is positive, and

such that the weighted refinement integral

(2.5) [F,(wi,w2,w%)\ f   k(t)dg(t)

exists. Suppose that 11 — wx\ -A- [g(t+) — g(t)]< 1 for all real numbers t

satisfying 0^t<T, and suppose that \wi\ -A- [g(t)—g(t~)]<l for all

real numbers t satisfying 0 < t ^ P. Let (be a nonnegative real number.

Let 5 be the class of all bounded real-valued functions f on [0, T] such

thatf(t) ^Ofor all t in [0, T], such that the weighted refinement integral

(2.6) [F,(wi,w2,ws)] f  f(t)dg(t)
J a

exists, and such that

/(0) = e,

(2.7)
](!) S if [P,(wi,w2,w¡)i i

J o

Then, there is a nonnegative real number K such that

(2.8) f(t)^K-€,      og/gr,

f(t) £e+[F, (wi,w2,ws)] f f(s)-k(s)dg(s), o<isr.

for all functions f in the class ff.
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Proof. If g(t+) =g(t) for all / in [0, P), let ¡7 = 0. Consider then the

case where there is at least one point t of [0, T) such that g(t+) >g(î).

There are at most finitely many points / of [0, T) such that

[g(<+)-£(')]= [g(t+)-g(t)l Thus, there is a point t of [O, T) such

that

[g(i+) - g(t)] = k(f-) - git)]

for all t in [0, T). Let

17=  | 1 -Wl\.A-[gO+) - g(t)].

We have by hypothesis that U< I. Let r¡ he the positive real number

such that U= 1 —r/.

Let 7 denote the positive real numberr»/[2-(|uii| +|w2| +| w3\ )-A ].

Let ïo = 0. Let ?i be the largest real number in (70, T] such that

[g(0 -g(?o+) ] <y for all í in (j0, ?i). If ?i< T, let 72 be the largest real

number in (h, T] such that [g(t) -gQi) ] <y for all t in Çh, ~t2). Ii 12<T,

suppose that the process described in the preceding sentence can be

continued so as to obtain an infinite increasing sequence {/¿jito-

There is a point t* oí (0, P] such that limi->+w U = t*. Let 5 be any

given positive real number. Let i' he a nonnegative integer such that

h>t*- h. Lett' be a real number in (/,•', 7,-'+1) such that [g(t') - gÇt\>)}

<7/2. Let t" be a real number in (V+i, <*). We note that

[g(t")-g(ÏÏ)]^y-     Now,     t*-8<t'<t"<t*    and     [g(t")-g(t')]

= Uin -g(ïï)] - [gin -gin)]>t-t/2=7/2.
This is a contradiction since g(t*~) exists and is finite.

We conclude from the preceding paragraph that there is a partition

{0 - 70 < ?i < h < • • • < h - T}

oí [O, T] such that, when î is a positive integer not exceeding w,

(Kl +|w,|  +\w3\)-A-[g(t)-g(ïti)]<v/2

for all t in the open interval (7,_i, h).

Let 7 denote the set of all positive integers i not exceeding ñ + l

with the property that there is a nonnegative real number Kf such

that f it) ^Kie, Q&t&i-i, for all functions/in the class?. We have by

hypothesis that i = 1 is in I. We now show that if i is a positive

integer not exceeding ñ such that i is in 7, then ¿ + 1 is also in I.

So, let t be a given positive integer not exceeding ñ with the prop-

erty that there is a nonnegative real number Kt such that/(f) ^KiC-,

Oút^Ji-i, for all functions/ in the class 3\ Let M= [gih-i) — g(0)].

Let/ be a function in the class 'S. Let Bif) be a real number such that
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/(0=P(/) f°r all real numbers / satisfying 7,-_i<¿<7,-. Let t be any

given point in (U-i, U). For any real number u satisfying 7í_i<m</,

f(t) ûe+[F,(wi,w2,w3)] f ' 1f(s)k(s)dg(s)
J o

+ [F,(wi,w2,wz)} f     f(s)k(s)dg(s)
J h-i

+ [F,(wi,w2,w3)} f f(s)k(s)dg(s).

Letting u—>7¿ti in the previous inequality, we have that

/(/) = « + ( | wi |  + | w21  + | wz\)-KitAM

+ [ | 1 - wi | -fÇttùkÇtti) + \wi\ ■f(ti_1)k(ii-i)}- [gOti) - g(Ji-i)}

+ (\wi\  +\w,\  + \ws\)-B(f)-A-[g(t)-g(fti)]

= €+(|wi|  + |wi|  + \w3\)-KieAM

+ \l-wi\-B(f)A-[g(7ti)-g(ii_i)]

+ \wi\-KiiA-[gÇtt1) - g(li_i)]

+ (\wi\ +\w2\  + \w3\)-B(f)A-[g(t)-gdÍi)]

á e + ( | wi |  + \wt\  + | wi |) -KiUM + B(f)-U

+ | wi\ -KitA ■ [gÇtti) - g&_i)] + B(f) ■ v/2.

Thus,

/(/) = (l + KiA-{[\wi\  + \w2\  + \w,\]-M

(2'9) +1 wi|• [gOU - gGi-ù]})•« + B(f)■ (i - n/2).

For simplicity, let

K*=l + KiA-{[\wi\  + | w2\  + \wi\]-M

+ \wi\-[g(tti)-gÇti-i)}}.

We note that Kt does not depend on the function /. The inequality

(2.9) simplifies to

(2.11) f(t) ^ K%+B(f)-(I-r,/2).

Replacing B(f) in (2.11) by the right side of this inequality, we have

that

(2.12) f(t) |X*(1 + (1- v/2)}-e + B(f)-(l - r,/2)2.
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Replacing B(f) in (2.12) by the right side of (2.11), we obtain

(2.13) f(t) =g Ki-{l + (1 - n/2) + (1 - n/2)2} -e + Bif)-H - r,/2)\

Continuing in this manner, we have for every positive integer « that

(2 14)  /(° - *'' *1 + (1 ~ v/2) + (1 ~ V2)2 + • • ' + (1 - "/2H-e

+ B(f)-a-r,/2)»+l.

Letting n—* + oo in the inequality (2.14), we obtain

(2.15) /(/) g KÏ-2/n-e.

Let

(2.16) Z^Tvî+TvÎ^/t,.

For any real number v satisfying 0<v </,-,

AW = * + [F, iwi, Wi, w3)} f fis)kis)dgis)
J o

+ [F,iwi,Wi,w3)]J ifis)kis)dgis).

Letting v-Mi~ in the previous inequality, we have that

fil) û e + ( | wi |  + | Wi |  + | w31) ■ KieA ■ [gQ,) - g(0)]

+ [\w3\ -fiDkCu) + | 1 - w, | •/(£)*(£")]• [f&) - g(j7)]

á e + ( I Wi |  + | w, |  + | W3 \)-KícA ■ [g(ti) - giO)]

+ \w3\-fQt)A-[gil)-g(j7)]

+ \ I - w3\-KieA-[gÇti) - g(i7)].

Thus,

{1 - \w3\-A-[gil)-g(i7)]}-f(ii)

(2.17) é(l + KiA-{[\wi\  + | Tvt|  + \w3\]-[g(l)- g(0)]

+ \l-w3\-[g(li)-gQ7 )]})■*-

We then conclude that the integer i+1 is in the set 7.

It then follows by induction that every positive integer i not

exceeding ñ + l is in I. In particular, then, the integer ñ + l is in I.

Hence, there is a nonnegative real number K such that (2.8) holds for

all functions/ in the class 3\
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3. Some comments. It is clear that Theorem 2.1 can be generalized

to the case where g is of bounded variation on [0, P], k is a bounded

real-valued function on [O, P] such that -4=l.u.b.ie[o,r]| k(t)\ is

positive and such that the weighted refinement integral (2.5) exists,

11 — wi\ -A • \g(t+) —g(t)\ <l for all real numbers /satisfying 0^/<P,

and |w3| • A ■ \ g(t) — g(t~)\ <1 for all real numbers / satisfying 0</

^ P. Here ï is the class of all bounded real-valued functions / on

[0, T] such that the weighted refinement integral (2.6) exists and

such that

|/(0)| úe,

(3-1)     | /(/) | g  | e + [F, (wu w2, w,)] f 'f(s)k(s)dg(s) |,    0 < t ú T.
J o

Then, there is a nonnegative real number K such that

(3.2) \f(t)\ûK-t,       0 = Í=F

for all functions/in the class iJ.

Suppose that in Theorem 2.1 the weights Wi and w¡ are nonnegative

real numbers whose sum is 1. Then, we are operating under the

assumption that w3-A- [g(t+) —g(t)] < 1 for all real numbers t satisfy-

ing 0 ^ t < T and ws ■ A ■ [g(t) —g(t~) ] < 1 for all real numbers / satisfy-

ing 0<t^T. Our result thus follows from Theorem 4 in [3].
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